
Academy
Elevate your digital marketing 

career with the greatest digital 
marketers in Kerala



About 
Blusteak
Blusteak is a digital marketing agency that helps brands to have a spectacular 

digital experience and make their presence online. Started as a team of 3 

friends has now turned into a successful agency with 50+ skilled workers who 

promote the brands with the best digital solutions.

Based out of Kottayam, it has several renowned brands like Oxygen, 

Dormakaba, Manappuram, etc, and more as clients. An excellent team with a 

video-first approach and an in-house high-functioning studio enabled the 

remarkable growth of blusteak year over year.



Hands-on training program

Expert advice from industry professionals

Work with real clients and gain valuable 

experience

Award-winning campaigns with proven 

success

Opportunity to be a part of various 

projects

Why Join  
Blusteak 
Academy?



How Is Blusteak Different
From Other Academies?
The effective way to learn something new is by practicing it. Blusteak is giving you 
the same opportunity to transform your skills in digital marketing.

So, unleash your potential and transform as a great 
digital marketer from Blusteak Academy

Blusteak Academy offers a hands-on training program that allows students to work 
with real clients and gain practical experience

A team of experienced professionals provides expert advice and guidance

Provide dynamic and engaging learning opportunities

Direct advice and guidance from experts

Friendly work environment



Our Clients



Our Trainers

Dileep
SEO

The leader and mentor of 
our SEO team that’s 

credited with the 
immense organic reach of 

many of our clients. 

Powell
Performance

Spending on ads is wiser 
when it is planned by 

Powell. Has positive ROI on 
his mind and a versatile way 

of mentoring his team.

Jaison
Marketing

Our co-founder and one of 
LinkedIn’s Top Voices, Jaison 
lives and breathes marketing. 
Building a personal brand is a 

breeze with his guidance.

Telson
Marketing

Our co-founder and the one 
who ensures and upholds the 

excellent levels of client 
servicing we offer at Blusteak. 
Starting from scratch is easier 

with his mentorship. 

Sreepadmam
Content

One of our foremost 
content writers, she will 
guide you through the 

conceptualisation as well 
as the writing process for 

B2B and B2C brands.

Sanjay
Content

If you’re someone who wants 
to learn how to crack growth 
hacking to catapult yourself 
or get virality to your brand, 
Sanjay has got you covered.

Akshaya
Social Media

As one of our eminent social 
media specialists, Akshaya will 

take you through the nitty 
gritties of social platforms and 

how to leverage them for 
brands. 



Course Topics

Marketing
2 weeks

Social media
2 weeks

Content Creation
2 weeks

SEO
2 weeks

Performance
Marketing
2 weeks

Internship
2 months



Syllabus

Course Duration: 

16 Weeks (10 Weeks Theory + 6 Weeks Training)

Total Hours: 

36 Hours

The 16-week offline program is divided into 36 hours of sessions each week. The 

syllabus will cover entire digital marketing nuances from marketing, social media, 

content creation, SEO and digital marketing.



Marketing -  2 Weeks

1 - Page marketing Plan 
(PMP)

Basics of Marketing

PPP Rule

Story Telling

Social Media -  2 Weeks

Campaign Planning

Content Hacking

Special Days Post Planning

Trend Tracking

Story Hacking

Brand Communication

Content Bucket Creation

Reels Development

Films

Single Posts Creation

Courousal Ads

Campaign Extension

YouTube Ads and Social 

Media Stories

SEO Writing

Performance Formula

Basics of Growth Strategies 
(DM Flows, Promotions, 
Influencer Collaborations, 
Ego Baits)

Reels Campaign

Basics of Copywriting

Performance Marketing -  2 Weeks

Fundamentals of Marketing & Digital Marketing
Competitor Analysis and Marketing Research
Guide on Keyword Research and Step-by-Step Blueprint
Lead Generation from Google and Bing Ads
Specialization in SMO, Facebook Advertising and Analytics
Advanced LinkedIn Strategies
Creation of Meta Ads (Sales Funnel, Platform, Learning and Media 
Planning)
Google Ads Generation
Email Marketing
Assessment of Landing Page
Reporting
On-field Training



SEO -  2 Weeks

Fee structure

Introduction to SEO

On-Page and Off-Page SEO

Technical SEO

Local SEO

Mobile SEO

HTTPS and SSL

Website Security

Website Speed

Internship

After the completion of 10 weeks of intensive learning, the student 

will have to complete 6 weeks of internship working on-field in 

real-time client projects

Advance

Before one month

30,000

20,000

Total 50,000



Certifications



Frequently Asked Q
uestions

How many students will there be in the program?
10 students

Is this an online or offline program?
It is a completely offline program conducted in Kottayam. 

How long is the course? 
16 weeks

How is this program different from others? 
 It is a completely offline program so the teaching is focused and driven. 
Additionally, the course is framed in a way for you to get the overall picture 
of everything digital marketing and then each student gets to choose the 
area they want to focus on. The second half of the program will be all about 
getting the student to have a specialization. Simply put, the job-readiness of 
graduates is what differentiates Blusteak Academy from others. 

How much time each week do I need? 
You would need about 36 hours a week to fully immerse yourself in the 
program. 

Is there any technical background required?
Nope. Whether you have zero experience or some experience, the course 
begins from scratch to perfect the basics and take you forward from there. 
No prior technical knowledge is needed. 

Who can take this course?
This course is for anyone who can make use of digital marketing in their 
career. Whether you want to be a brilliant digital marketer or take control of 
the marketing of your own online business, this course will pave the path for 
you. 

Do you provide a demo class?
Yes we will be providing demo classes.

Do you provide internships? 
Upon completion of the course you can apply for an internship . A selection 
process will determine your eligibility for the internship. 
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